taking $3.75 \times 10^{-3}$, we arrive at $L = 3 \times 10^{7} L_{\odot}$. The Lyman continuum flux of such an object is more than $5 \times 10^{31}$ photons/sec. This yields an excitation parameter of 555, while the total value observed for the inner 1,000 pc of 30 Doradus by radio astronomers Churchwell and Wainsley is $U = 630$ pc/cm$^2$. Indeed, together with the 15 remaining OB and WR stars, $U = 625$ pc/cm$^2$ results. What is the mass of this extremely luminous object? Certainly, its gravitation must be strong enough to prevent it from disruption by radiation pressure. The only important opacity source in such a very hot atmosphere is pure electron scattering. Thus we arrive at the Eddington limit at a mass between 200 and 1,000 $M_{\odot}$, depending on the hydrogen content. This is already in the mass range of supermassive objects—an intriguing idea!

Explaining the shell around R136 as being due to a massive stellar wind we arrive at an age of that shell of $3 \times 10^5$ years—and that is just of the order of the life time of supermassive stars. The initial density turns out to be $200$ cm$^{-3}$, the total energy of the shell to $10^{51}$ ergs which might also indicate that a number of supernova explosions may have occurred.

The basic assumption of a single star has still to be confirmed. At our request Gerd Weigelt from the Institute of Applied Optics of the University of Erlangen obtained speckle photometry at the 3.6 m telescope (cf. Messenger No. 18, p. 24). He is presently reducing his data. We are most eagerly expecting his results!
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NEWS AND NOTES

ASTEL—a FORTRAN Programme to Decipher IAU Telegrams

Astronomers have a long tradition of exchanging urgent information by telegram or, more recently, by telex. This concerns mainly new discoveries that must be followed up by other observers, e.g. moving objects like minor planets and comets, or variable sources, like supernovae, etc.

To keep the cost down, a special code has been devised which consists of five-digit groups, interspersed with information about the discoverer, the orbit computer, etc. This code is not difficult to interpret and many astronomers can read an astronomical telegram without having to consult the explanatory manual.

Nevertheless, it sometimes happens that this manual is temporarily misplaced or that somebody with little or no experience has to decipher a telegram. Moreover, to decode a long telegram takes a certain time. To facilitate this task, a FORTRAN programme has now been written, which allows the user to simply type in the telegram groups, one after another, and following the last, the programme will print out the entire text in clear language. The programme also checks the various control numbers in the telegram in order to discover possible transmission errors.

The programme has been implemented on the ESO HP computers at La Silla and in Geneva. With the possible exception of the input/output format, it should be easy to install it in any computer that can compile FORTRAN programmes. Xerox copies of the programme (the source file) are available at request from R. West, ESO c/o CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland.

La Silla en el cielo ...

En su edición del 1º de diciembre de 1979 el «Minor Planet and Comet Circular» hace referencia a un nuevo planeta menor recientemente descubierto, el 1976 UH, enumerado (2187) en la página 5036, y nombrado LA SILLA en la página 5039.

La dedicación dice: «Nombrado por el cerro situado en el Desierto de Atacama en cuya cima se encuentra el observatorio Europeo Austral». Es interesante notar que el tamaño del nuevo planeta no difiere mucho del cerro La Silla, y—en vista del permanente aumento del riesgo de la polución (luminosa y atmosférica) que amenaza a muchos observatorios (sin embargo por cierto no a los establecimientos de ESO actualmente)— uno se pregunta si no se estará prescindiendo de un ejemplo extremo de planeamiento a muy largo plazo?!